About Andreu
Whether in the studio, on stage or on TV, Evan Washington (aka Andreu
Karnigie, Producer) is an ambitious multifaceted bass player that
continues to deliver exceptional music.
After playing several instruments and winning All County and All State
honors throughout elementary and middle school, he first was
introduced to the bass at age 13. Evan assimilated his musical
understanding and developed his keyboard proficiency to further his
understanding of the bass guitar.
Taking his scholastic career to Grambling State University, he
graduated with a Bachelor’s in Music Performance on Classical guitar,
then graduated with his Master’s in Jazz Studies on Bass Guitar from the
University of New Orleans.
Evan has shared the stage with many New Orleans favorites including
Aaron Neville, Caren Green, Brassaholics, Gina Brown, Josh Kagler,
Vegas Cola, Zena Moses, Calvin Johnson, and CoolNasty, to name a few.
His name also appears on many records as producer and player under
the moniker Andreu Karnigie as well as a composer for the New Orleans
Film Festival award winning film “She Was Famous”.
Currently, Evan is the bass player for New Orleans funk band
ChapterSoul and the corporate band SouledOut. Be on the lookout for
his name as he matriculates through the entertainment industry

The Music

"Christmas Time" by Andreu Karnigie

YOUTUBE :
https://www.youtube.com/user/chino318
SOUNDCLOUD :
https://soundcloud.com/andreukarnigie/tracks
THE ANDREU KARNIGIE EXPERIENCE :
http://www.andreukarnigie.com/media

Credits

Co-Composed music soundtrack for the film

"She Was Famous".

View the trailer at: shewasfamous.com.

Skie Rainey

Donnell Russell

"Overdose"

"Grace"

Kareem

Donnell Russell

"Look At Me
Now"

"Holy"

Terra Terra
"Terra Terra"

ANDREU KARNIGIE has also worked and performed with artists including: Aaron Neville, Marvin Sapp,
Harold Green, Erthe St. James, Front Cover Band, Cecil Shaw, LJai of Profyle, Caren Green, Larry “The
Voice” Ellis, Dorothy Prime, Rance Allen, Lamont Jackson, Neil Simmons, CoolNasty, Vegas Cola &
Company, Mojeaux Band, Justin Terrell, Brandon Terrell, Bobby Jordan and Stuff Like That Band,
New Balance Band, Jamison Ross, and Jason Russell.

Testimonials

“His music mixes the sounds of today with the sounds of
the past which attracts both young and old listeners.
Whenever I listen to Andreu's music, I can hear the
passion through every song that he makes. The talents he
displays while playing every instrument is truly a gift.”
-Kareem (IG: kmusic_11)

“This producer has an ear for quality music full-scale.
The influences are noticeably present in his sample
choice and percussion. Andreu Karnigie has
undoubtedly gained a new audience in search of a freshauthentic sound due to his tasteful love for vintage jazz
with a quiet insertion of hip-hop/soul.’
-Lawrence Jackson (@thevintographer)

facebook.com/andreukarnigie

@andreukarnigie

ANDREU
KARNIGIE:
bassickpro@gmail.com

